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Chairman’s View
Board Members
The impact of the 10 August security

The recent easing of restrictions on

British Airways has led the industry

leave of absence since June 2006

drama on British Airways has been

liquids in cabin baggage is a step

for the last seven years in promoting

when the Office of Fair Trading and

far reaching. In our second quarter

forward and finally brings the UK

carbon trading and I am pleased to

the US Department of Justice began

results, we estimate the cost of the

into line with the rest of the EU.

note that Stern endorses this. Details

an investigation focused on longhaul

of our environmental performance

passenger fuel surcharges.

new security measures at some
£100 million.

Against this background, our results

are featured on pages 8 and 9.

are good. The improvement in

Non-Executive Directors

Martin Broughton

Maarten van den Bergh
Baroness Kingsmill

Finally, I hope you like the new look

revenue – up 8.6 per cent – was

I am delighted to welcome

Investor, which has been re-designed

and longhaul transfer traffic has

encouraging and driven by more

Jim Lawrence to the board. He

in response to shareholder feedback.

been significant and has benefited

people flying. Fuel costs however,

is currently Vice Chairman and

our European competitors. I wouldn’t

continue to be a challenge, up by

Chief Financial Officer of General

like to put a cost on the damage

over a third at £1,046 million.

Mills, one of the largest food

Britain's gateway.

Chairman

Executive Directors

Its effect on our shorthaul premium

to the reputation of Heathrow as

His range of experience covering

be a priority for public debate.

strategic consultancy, leading

It is this Government’s objective to

The Stern Report published

US multi-nationals in consumer

make Britain, and specifically London

recently on the impact of climate

products and the US airline industry

a competitive place to do business.

change, once again puts aviation

will be invaluable to the company.

Yet long after the security measures

in the spotlight whilst making

lost credibility with passengers

clear that air transport remains

Martin George, Commercial Director,

they remained in place damaging

a relatively small producer of

and Iain Burns, Head of

London’s competitiveness.

greenhouse gas emissions - far

Communications, resigned their

Heathrow's image and performance

behind major sectors such as gas,

positions with the airline on

has to be dramatically improved.

electricity and oil refining.

09 October. They had been on a

Jim Lawrence
Willie Walsh
Chief Executive

Chumpol NaLamlieng

Keith Williams

Dr Martin Read

Chief Financial Officer

companies in North America.
The environment continues to

as at 01 November 2006

Alison Reed
Ken Smart
Baroness Symons

Martin Broughton : Chairman
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Chief Executive’s View
Operating and Financial Statistics
This is an exciting time for

beds of one shape or another, the

their travel plans. We are also

the London City business which is

British Airways and our customers

new look Club World will be one

planning improvements to our

a better fit with our strategic goals.

as our longhaul aircraft start to roll

step ahead of the competition.

FIRST class service ahead of a major

out of the hangars with our next

overhaul of the cabin.

3.0%

In the last Investor I detailed

expanding and renewing our fleet

Revenue passenger kilometres (RPKs) (m)

60,781

5.6%

expectations are rising all the time.

our shorthaul strategy. It is a very

by launching a competition between

Our Club World bed uses state of

important part of our business and

airframe and engine manufacturers.

The number of passengers carried,
multiplied by the distance they flew in kilometres

the art design, technology and

provides feed to our longhaul network.

However, we must first tackle the

Available seat kilometres (ASKs) (m)

76,949

3.8%

£2.1 billion deficit in the New

The number of seats available for sale,
multiplied by the distance they flew in kilometres

79.0

1.4pts

6.60

3.9%

Tonnes of cargo carried (000)

387

1.3%

Aircraft in service (as at March 31, 2006)

283

(5)

45,079

2.2%

263.2

4.9%

class market and customer

The improvements will cost £100
million as we refit our longhaul fleet
in the coming months. It is a major
investment in what is a critical part

We recently announced the first
19,504

cabin onboard.

and our customers

materials. It also features our upgraded
interactive entertainment system.

All parts of shorthaul need to be

Airways Pension Scheme (NAPS).

profitable so I am pleased to see

Negotiations are progressing with

that our new advertising and pricing

the trustees and we continue to

the new look Club World

approach has been successful in

consult with our trade unions. I remain

will be one step ahead of

driving significant increases in seat

confident that we will resolve this issue.

factors at Gatwick.

the competition

of our business.

When we relaunched BA Connect
nine months ago we set clear targets.

British Airways revolutionised the

Difference on
a year ago

Passengers carried (000)

It is a fiercely competitive business

for British Airways

For the six months
to 30 September 2006

step in the lengthy process towards

generation Club World business

This is an exciting time

Airline Scheduled Services

You will find more details on pages

Passenger load factor (%)
The percentage of seats available that we
actually purchased

Revenue per RPK (p)
How much we received on average from each
passenger for every kilometre flown

In spite of the best efforts of its staff,

Average manpower equivalent (MPE)
The number of employees adjusted for part time
workers and overtime

aviation world in 2000 with the

6 and 7 as well as an update on

it did not meet these targets. We

first flat bed in business class.

ba.com which has been re-designed

have reached agreement in principle

While many other airlines have

to make it easier for our customers

to sell the regional operations of

followed our lead and installed

to book and get information about

BA Connect to Flybe. We will retain

Willie Walsh : Chief Executive

Productivity (in terms of available tonne
kilometres per MPE) (000)
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Club World
Innovative Club World Features
In November 2006, we re-launched

It also now features a ‘z’ shape

Space underneath the seat next door

British Airways enlisted the help of

our Club World cabin. It combines

position, which supports the knees

to each customer has also been

world-renowned designer Tyler Brûlé,

elements from the home and

and back and extends to 6 feet

utilised to provide a drawer where

to help re-design the airline’s business

business to create a sleek, yet

6 inches in the ‘z’ setting. It is a

they can store belongings such as a

class cabin interior and the result is a

comfortable environment.

similar shape to the position that

laptop, washbag or shoes.

relaxing and stylish environment.

in zero gravity and is excellent for

The seats will be home to larger screens

Colour and high quality materials play

relaxing or snoozing.

and noise-reducing headsets. These

key roles. Neutral warm greys, navy

will complement the new audio and

and blue run throughout the cabin,

The new audio and visual

A new privacy screen made

visual on demand (AVOD) system with

highlighted with accent pieces such as

on demand (AVOD) system

of an innovative material

with interactive control

now separates the seats

the human body naturally adopts

The look and feel of
the cabin has changed
and the seat has been

A new privacy screen now separates
the seats. Replacing the previous

interactive control. Over 100 movies

damask pillows by Osborne and Little

fan style, the divider is operated

and TV programmes together with an

and pale taupe quilts and pillows with

electronically, dropping down when

extensive audio offering including radio

sky blue detail.

The look and feel of the cabin has

customers are travelling together

channels and audio books.

changed and the seat has been

or are being served by cabin crew.

improved to give greater privacy and

The screen is made of an innovative

Using on-screen menus, at the touch

‘Raid the Larder’ service. In between

comfort and a feeling of more space.

material that allows cabin crew standing

of a button, customers will be able

meal services customers will be able

next to the seat to see through it,

to select their entertainment as and

The bed is now 25.25 inches wide

to help themselves to a wide range

enabling them to identify whether

when they choose. They can pause

(64cms), 5.25 inches wider than its

of chilled savoury snacks, sweet items

customers need anything. However, to

or stop the programming whenever

20 inch (51cm) predecessor. This has

and drinks from the new look galley

those sat in the seat, the screen will

they like and even fast-forward and

been achieved by simply enabling

with its stainless steel and glass

The new ‘Club Kitchen’

More storage space

appear opaque, providing them with

rewind, preventing them from missing

the arms to be lowered so that they

fittings. From January 2007 hot

with its new look galley

available

privacy from the customer opposite.

crucial parts of the programme when

snacks will also be available.

improved

become level with the side of the bed.

A ‘Club Kitchen’ will replace the

food is served or nature calls!
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Environmental Achievements & Objectives
British Airways tackling climate change Summer 2006 update
Tackling Climate Change

estimate that aviation’s total

Emissions trading or additional taxes?

science, sound economics and

Climate change is one of the most

contribution to global warming

Emissions trading allows all industries

well-developed policy instruments.

important challenges of the 21st

will grow to between 4 - 15%

to contribute to required emissions

Century. There is consensus that

(most probably 5-6%) by 2050.

reductions, recognising that some

Aviation is a globally competitive

activities will reduce emissions more

business, so action should take place

by 27% since 1990, saving the

deliverable and efficient way

than others.

within a global policy framework.

equivalent of 55 million tonnes

to deal with aviation CO2

With trading, airlines and their

Unilateral action would seriously

• The only airline participating in

passengers must pay for growth.

damage UK competitiveness with

UK Emissions Trading Scheme,

will have to cut emissions

negligible impact on emissions.

reducing our emissions by

or pay to offset growth

increases in emissions of greenhouse
gases such as carbon dioxide are

The UK Context

leading to rising temperatures and

The UK generates 2% of man-made

sea levels.

global CO2. UK aviation accounts for
6% of UK CO2. Therefore UK aviation

How does aviation contribute to

accounts for just 0.1% of global CO2.

climate change?

Taxation would have negative social
and economic consequences with

Aviation must play its part

BA Action
• Fuel efficiency improvement

of CO2

• Emissions trading is a

• With emissions trading,
airlines and their passengers

18% since joining
EU ETS - A significant first step

Aircraft operations generate carbon

The government has set an ambitious

dioxide emissions, a direct

target to reduce total UK CO2 by

greenhouse gas. They also create

60% in 2050. Society as a whole will

Emissions trading ensures total

EU Emissions Trading Scheme is a

other effects in the atmosphere

need to make tough choices to meet

emissions in the economy reduce

significant step towards a global

for which there is less scientific

this aspiration.

at a known rate, whereas taxation

policy approach.

Aviation in context

We urge the European Commission

UK total
contribution to global
CO2 emissions

Aviation contribution

UK aviation share

to UK total CO2

of global CO2

2%

6%

0.1%

limited environmental benefits.

simply makes it more expensive for

understanding, linked to ozone
generation, methane reduction

What is emissions trading?

people to fly and offers no guarantee

and cirrus cloud formation.

Emissions trading is a system that

of a reduction in emissions.

caps total greenhouse gas emissions.

Incorporating aircraft CO2 into the

to go for simplicity. BA experience
from the UK Emissions Trading

Air transport currently contributes

It allows companies flexibility in how

Global issue requires a global solution

Scheme demonstrates this is a

around 2% to global carbon dioxide

they approach emissions reductions

British Airways supports a long-term

workable and deliverable policy tool.

(CO2) emissions. Although the

and a financial incentive to invest in

strategy to limit aviation’s climate

science is incomplete, the IPCC

cost-effective cleaner technologies.

change contribution based on robust

• Introduced voluntary carbon
offset scheme.
www.ba.com/offsetyouremissions

For information on British Airways and the environment, please go to
www.ba.com/responsibility
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Calgary: Spotlight on our new route
Calgary Hotels
The former Olympic city of Calgary is

We’ve got five great deals where

Ideally located in the heart of

Surrounded by 1,000 acres of

the perfect introduction to the wild

shareholders are entitled to up to

Calgary, The 4H Westin Calgary’s

beautiful parkland, The 5H Jasper

and wonderful world of The Rockies,

10% off the standard price on hotels

pedestrian walkway offers easy access

Park Lodge boasts a wide range of

but it’s not just a destination for

in and around Calgary to let you

to the numerous downtown shops

outdoor pursuits, an onsite health

outdoor adventurers. It’s also a place

enjoy your stay in comfort and style.

and restaurants, as well as the nature

and beauty spa and a choice of five

of contrasts, combining a gateway

See below for details.

trails in nearby Prince’s Island Park.

quality restaurants.

Set amidst pristine wilderness,

Located close to The Rockies in

The 5H Fairmont Banff Springs

Banff National Park, The 5H

offers timeless elegance and stunning

Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise

the perfect introduction

views, with a vast array of outdoor

is the ideal base for both an active

to the wild & wonderful

activities in close proximity and a

outdoors break and a soothing rest

variety of fine dining available within

in the Escape Spa and Salon.

The Fairmont Banff Springs

to the mountains with the buzz of a
modern, cosmopolitan city lifestyle.

Jasper Park Lodge

world of The Rockies

the hotel.
This offer is available to
Jasper Park Lodge

With a population of just over

British Airways shareholders for travel
between 01 January and 31 March

one million, Calgary is large enough
to offer a broad range of sights and

An historic landmark, located

attractions, yet it retains the genuine

close to the Calgary Tower, The

warmth of a traditional Canadian

4H Fairmont Palliser is perhaps

welcome. British Airways now flies

the most elegant hotel in Calgary,

to Calgary five times a week, so

incorporating the classic décor

there is no better time to explore

of the Rimock restaurant and the

this lively and beautiful destination.

elegance of The Oak Room lounge.

2007 and must be booked by
31 December 2006. It is for bookings
made online at www.baholidays.com
using the promotional code INV06.
All travel is subject to British Airways
Holidays standard terms and
conditions which can be found at
www.baholidays.com

The Fairmont Palliser

Westin Calgary

Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise

All prices are per person per night based on 2 adults sharing a twin or double room and include a discount of 10%.
Discount of 10% on British Airways Holidays is only available to Shareholders booking via www.baholidays.com
using the promotional code ‘INV06’. Discount available for travel 01 January - 31 March, 2007. Terms and
conditions apply. Book by 31 Dec 2006.
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© 2006 DreamWorks Animation LLC, Aardman Animations Ltd. and
DreamWorks LLC. Flushed Away TM DreamWorks Animation LLC

Sponsorship Events

Events & Sponsorship Calendar
2006 - 2007

The Natural History Museum

madcap comedy set on and beneath

This global partnership will include

Ice Rink

the streets of London and follows

commercials, in-flight shows and

This festive season, British Airways

the fortunes of two mice, Roddy and

games and marketing within airports.

is sponsoring the Ice Rink at The

Rita, whose characters are voiced

Executive Club Members will also

Natural History Museum, which

by Hugh Jackman and Kate Winslet.

be able to enjoy exclusive screenings

Event

Date

Natural History Museum Ice Rink

09 November - 25 January

‘Flushed Away’ Executive Club Screening

25 November

will play host to some 180,000

of the film, whilst members in the

skaters over the coming months.

US can win a trip to London for the

Rugby RBS Six Nations

The museum itself is anticipating

premiere. Flushed Away is out soon

England v Scotland

03 February

England v Italy

10 February

England v France

11 March

750,000 visitors. There will also

How many visitors are we

be a choir, photographers and

expecting at The Natural History

in cinemas.

competitions. The sponsorship of

Museum ice rink? Please send

Official Airline of the England

such an event will help to associate

your answer on an email titled

Rugby Team

British Airways with families coming

‘Ice Rink’ to:

British Airways are proud to be the

together, having fun and sharing

competitionentries@ba.com

Official Airline of the England rugby

special moments during the festive

Terms and Conditions apply.

team and to celebrate this we would
like to give shareholders the chance

season. We will be offering
complimentary tickets to Gold and

Flushed Away

to win a signed rugby ball. All you

Silver Executive Club members, and

British Airways is also helping to

have to do is answer the simple

our highest value members can also

bring families together through

question: How many teams are

enjoy a private ice skating evening.

its partnering of Flushed Away,

England playing in the 2007

Furthermore, shareholders can win

the new film from DreamWorks

RBS Six Nations? Please send your

one of fifty pairs of tickets to skate at

Animation and Aardman Animation,

answer on an email titled ‘Rugby’ to:

The Natural History Museum. Simply

the creators of Shrek and Wallace

competitionentries@ba.com

answer the following question:

and Gromit. Flushed Away is a

Terms and Conditions apply.

Terms and Conditions - Entry Rules and Restrictions
1. These prize draws are available only to Eligible Participants. An Eligible Participant is a British Airways shareholder who is resident in
the United Kingdom or Republic of Ireland and aged 18 years or over. BA reserves the right to verify the eligibility of Eligible Participants.
By taking part in this promotion, Eligible Participants confirm that they accept the terms and conditions set out below. To enter the prize
draws, Eligible Participants must send an email with the correct answer(s) to competitionentries@ba.com before 17h30 on 19th
December. 2. The prize draws will take place at BA’s head office Waterside on Wednesday 20th December. For the rugby ball
competition, one winner will be drawn at random from all correct received entries. For the ice rink competition, fifty winners will be drawn
at random from all correct received entries. 3. BA accepts no responsibility for damage or loss resulting from misdirected or incomplete
entries arising from computer malfunctions, viruses, bugs or other such causes. BA is in no way liable for the reproduction or indirect
access via third party web site or home page access which reproduction misstates or omits any of the information or terms and conditions
connected with the competition. Rugby ball promotion 4. One winner will receive a rugby ball signed by all of the England rugby team.
Ice rink tickets promotion 5. 50 winners will receive a pair of tickets each to the BA-sponsored Natural History Museum ice rink. Tickets
are for a 45-minute skating session at 11am on one morning only between 15th and 19th January 2007. Tickets will be allocated on a
first come, first served basis. BA accepts no liability in the event that there are no tickets available on a particular date, or in the event
that a winner is unable to attend on any of the dates available. Winner Details 6. All winners will be notified by email on Thursday 21st
December and they will be required to confirm their acceptance of the prize at the same time. 7. If the prize remains unclaimed thereafter,
a supplementary winner may be drawn at the Promoter’s discretion and will be notified by email. 8. The names of the winners for both
promotions may be obtained by sending a stamped addressed envelope to Investor promotions (rugby ball / ice rink prize draws), UK&I
Marketing, British Airways Plc, HCAG Waterside, PO Box 365, Harmondsworth UB7 0GB. Alternatives to Prizes 9. No cash or credit
alternative prizes are offered. BA reserves the right to provide substitute prizes of similar value should the specified prizes become
unavailable for reasons beyond its control. Disclaimer 10. BA accepts no liability in respect of any prize, nor does it give any warranty
or guarantee. All third party terms and conditions relating to the prizes apply. 11. BA reserves the right to cancel or amend without notice
the terms of this promotion and any tickets issued in the event of major catastrophe, war, civil or military disturbance, earthquake or any
actual or anticipated or alleged breach of any applicable law or regulation or any other circumstance beyond the reasonable control of
BA. Promotion 12. Promotional materials form part of these terms and conditions. This promotion is governed by English law and is
subject to the jurisdiction of the English Courts. 13. Promoter is British Airways Plc, Waterside, PO Box 365, Harmondsworth, UB7 0GB.
Registered No 1777777.
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ba.com
Shareholder discounts on
www.bashareholders.com
From 01 January, shareholders are
being asked to book their flights via the
website, www.bashareholders.com
They will be in good company as some

• Check in for their flight, look at

In addition a ‘checklist’ option has

‘Manage my booking’ gives you back

been introduced to the site allowing

control of your booking. Accessing

• View destination guides

customers to view a handy point-by-

and amending your booking

• View check-in times and locations

point list of tasks that will help

information, viewing departure and

• Add a mobile phone number so

ensure their trip goes without a hitch.

arrival times and checking-in online

arrivals and departures information

15,000 people a day book online

they can be contacted in times of

and 400,000 a day visit the website.

disruption

ba.com has recently been refreshed
to make it even easier to navigate
and split into four key headings:
• Flights and more
• Manage my booking
• Information
• Executive Club

• Clear and easy booking process

details of baggage allowances and

development is key to BA having a

• Guaranteed lowest fares available

or business colleagues who may

restrictions, how to prepare for travel

successful online future. It also

be meeting them

and details of what special assistance

supports our commitment of being

services we offer.

‘Fit for 5’ – ready to move our business

• Email their itineraries to friends

• Enter their Advanced Passenger

customers can look up a range of

to Heathrow Terminal 5 in 2008.

Information (API) details before
travelling to the US

transparent pricing led calendar

• Change their booking if travelling

The ‘manage my booking’
facility is extremely
popular with customers

on a flexible ticket
• Add executive or frequent flyer
number

and allows them to:

flights on www.bashareholders.com and are enjoying the following benefits:

‘Manage my booking’ and its

• Select or change their seats

extremely popular with customers

shareholders are already embracing the opportunity to book their discount

useful facts such as where we fly to,

travel plans

customers to book their trip via the

The ‘manage my booking’ facility is

to drive bookings online, reduce costs and simplify processes. Over 50% of

• No booking fee

• Advise dietary requirements

hire should they need it.

The information section is just that –

online at www.bashareholders.com. This supports British Airways strategy

click of a button away.

• Check the exact details of their

The ‘flights and more’ section allows

system, plus accommodation and car

are just a few of the services just a

From 01 January 2007, to obtain your shareholder discount, you must book

• Check their baggage allowances

• Make bookings at a time convenient to you
• Ability to manage bookings, e.g. adding meal requests
• Add hotels and car hire at the click of a button

If you need to change your booking,

If you don’t have access to your own computer, there are a large number

you can do this quickly & conveniently

of locations which offer internet access, such as internet cafes and public

online via the ‘manage my booking’

libraries. Online developments, both in the sales and servicing arenas

facility on www.ba.com. Alternatively,

are integral to BA’s future.

if you would prefer to speak to
The Executive Club pages are

someone to service the booking

Shareholder Discount - we are offering an increase in the shareholder

dedicated to our loyalty scheme

you made online, you can do so by

discount for bookings made online during December 2006. When you

members allowing them to manage

calling the British Airways Reservations

book online at www.bashareholders.com you will receive 15% discount

their account and understand what

number on 0870 8509850*.

rather than the usual 10% discount.*

they are entitled to.
* Changes made via the Call Centre may incur a charge.

*to qualify you had to hold 200 or more shares on 04 November 2005, usual shareholder terms and conditions apply.
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Summary Consolidated Income Statement

Summary Consolidated Balance Sheet

Unaudited - For the six months to September 30, 2006

Unaudited - As at September 30, 2006

£ million

2006

2005
Restated

Better /
(worse)

Most of our revenue was earned from our main business, airline operations*
Income from passengers flying on our services, plus excess baggage and fuel surcharges, was
Freight and mail carried on scheduled services including fuel surcharges brought in another

4,014
324

3,656
302

9.8%
7.3%

Added together, that gave us a total traffic revenue of
Income from other airline related activities earned

4,338
292

3,958
306

9.6%
(4.6%)

This gave us a total Consolidated TURNOVER of

4,630

4,264

8.6%

Our expenses comprised:
Pay, pension contributions and other employee costs
Depreciation, amortisation and impairment of fixed assets
Charges for hiring the aircraft we fly on operating leases
Fuel and oil costs (net of hedging)
Engineering and other aircraft costs
Airport landing fees and air traffic control charges
Handling charges, catering and other operational costs
Selling costs
Currency differences
Accommodation, ground equipment and IT costs

1,186
364
49
1,046
223
291
489
204
23
304

1,138
349
56
765
235
287
482
214
(3)
304

(4.2%)
(4.3%)
12.5%
(36.7%)
5.1%
(1.4%)
(1.5%)
4.7%
nm

Our overall Consolidated operating costs before the BA Connect impairment charge were
Charge for impairment in our subsidiary BA Connect

4,179
106

3,827

(9.2%)
nm

In total, therefore, our overall Consolidated operating costs were

4,285

3,827

(12.0%)

345

437

(21.1%)

451

437

(3.2%)

We took into account our fuel derivative (losses)/gains**
Finance costs amounted to
Finance income amounted to
Financing income and expense relating to pensions amounted to
Retranslation credits/(charges) on our currency borrowings amounted to
The net profit/(loss) on disposal of fixed assets and investments during the year was
Our share of the profits in our associated companies was
Income and charges relating to fixed asset investments were

(25)
(74)
63
(8)
9
49

nm
34.5%
46.5%

12

13
(113)
43
(8)
(10)
(2)
3
2

This produced a Consolidated PROFIT BEFORE TAX of
Then we adjusted for tax totalling

371
(49)

365
(104)

1.6%
52.9%

£ million

2006

2005

The Consolidated tangible assets comprised:
Our fleet
Property
Computers, ground and other equipment

6,357
946
290

6,783
970
372

40
120
39

72
119
51

7,792

8,367

103
48
128
57

115
33
138
117

7
3,796

1
3,492

11,931

12,263

The Consolidated intangible assets comprised:
Goodwill
Landing Rights
Other intangible assets
Together, these represented our intangible and tangible assets, of
In addition, we had invested in other businesses
The market value of financial assets that are available for sale was
We had pension benefit assets of
Amounts receivable by us after more than one year were
Assets held for sale were
Our current assets, mainly money we are owed, our ‘cash in hand’ and stock, represented
Therefore our total assets equalled

Deducting this from our Consolidated turnover left a Consolidated OPERATING PROFIT of
Memo: Operating profit before BA Connect impairment was

This produced a Consolidated PROFIT AFTER TAX of
The Consolidated PROFIT attributable to shareholders was
Part of our profits are owed to a minority shareholder in one of our subsidiaries

322

261

nm
nm
nm
nm

The money invested in the British Airways Group comprised:
Our called-up share capital, some 1,141.4 million 25p shares
Treasury shares
Our reserves

286
1,881

283
(11)
1,547

2,167

1,819

211

211

Together our total shareholders' equity and minority interest were

2,378

2,030

We owed to creditors amounts due after more than a year which included:
Interest bearing long-term borrowings of
Our pension liabilities
Provision for deferred tax
Other provisions and long term liabilities of

3,253
1,821
820
373

3,902
1,813
987
346

So the amounts we owe after more than one year are

6,267

7,048

We also owe creditors amounts due within one year which included:
Most passengers book and pay for, tickets in advance. This money and amounts
owing to creditors that are payable within one year, totalled
Current tax payable

3,164
122

3,123
62

11,931

12,263

Amount due to minority shareholders in our subsidiaries was

23.4%

315
7

254
7

24.0%

322

261

23.4%
Therefore our total shareholders' funds and liabilities equalled

EARNINGS PER SHARE
The standard measure of a company's profitability is calculated by dividing profit
attributable to shareholders by the average number of shares in issue during the period
On this basis, our earnings per share were:
- basic
- diluted

27.8p
27.4p

23.0p
22.6p

20.9%
21.2%

nm = not meaningful
* Fuel surcharges of £237 million previously presented within 'other revenue' in the September 2005 Income statement, have been reclassified and included within traffic revenue
** Fuel derivative gains reflect the ineffective portion of unrealised gains and losses on fuel derivative hedges

The summary financial statement on pages 16 to 17 was approved by the Directors on 02 November, 2006
Willie Walsh

Chief Executive Officer

Keith Williams

Chief Financial Officer
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Independent Review Report to the Members of
British Airways Plc

British Airways – share price commentary

Introduction

Review work performed

Over the six months to 3 November 2006, British Airways

passenger yields of 3.9% for the first half – driven largely

We have been instructed by the Company to review

We conducted our review in accordance with guidance

shares gained 37.0%. This was substantially better than the

by fuel surcharges and an improved premium/economy class

the financial information for the six months ended

contained in Bulletin 1999/4 'Review of interim financial

performance of the FTSE-100 index, which gained 2.3%, and

cabin mix – and a 1.4 percentage point increase in passenger

September 30, 2006, which comprises the Consolidated

information' issued by the Auditing Practices Board for use

also somewhat better than the performance of the European

load factor (to 79.0%), reflecting benign conditions on the

Income Statement and Consolidated Balance Sheet.

in the United Kingdom. A review consists principally of

Airlines index (+31.5%).

demand side of the airline industry.

We have read the other information contained in the

making enquiries of Group management and applying

interim report and considered whether it contains any

analytical procedures to the financial information and

This strong showing came in spite of relatively modest profit

Investors have a number of key issues to filter when assessing

apparent misstatements or material inconsistencies with

underlying financial data, and based thereon, assessing

improvements (underlying operating profit was up by only

the prospects for BA’s share price over the next six months.

the financial information.

whether the accounting policies and presentation have

3.2% for the first half of the financial year), and in spite of

These include progress with unions on pension talks; the

been consistently applied unless otherwise disclosed.

significant security-related disruption since August, a volatile

details of the proposed sale of BA Connect to Flybe; any

This report is made solely to the Company in accordance

A review excludes audit procedures such as tests of

geopolitical climate in the Middle East, uncertainty over future

movement on EU-US Open Skies negotiations; and any

with guidance contained in Bulletin 1999/4 'Review of

controls and verification of assets, liabilities and transactions.

pension costs, and growing premium class competition in BA’s

further details regarding BA’s plans to order long haul aircraft

Interim Financial Information' issued by the Auditing

It is substantially less in scope than an audit performed in

crucial London to New York market from new start carriers.

for delivery from 2009. Perhaps the most important share

Practices Board. To the fullest extent permitted by law,

accordance with International Standards on Auditing

we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone

(UK and Ireland) and therefore provides a lower level of

Perhaps the shares’ performance is better understood by the

other than the Company, for our work, for this report,

assurance than an audit. Accordingly we do not express

observation that, over the same period, there was a 21% fall

or for the conclusions we have formed.

an audit opinion on the financial information.

in the price of Brent crude oil. This is an important cost input

price drivers, as ever, will continue to be the development
of oil prices and the macroeconomic outlook.

given that fuel accounted for a quarter of BA’s total costs in
Directors' responsibilities

Review conclusion

The interim report, including the financial information

On the basis of our review we are not aware of any

contained therein, is the responsibility of, and has been

material modifications that should be made to the financial

approved by, the directors. The directors are responsible

information as presented for the six months ended

for preparing the interim report in accordance with the

September 30, 2006.

Written by Jonathan Wober – Head of Airlines and Airports Research at HSBC.

Ernst & Young LLP, London, November 2, 2006

The views expressed in this article are those of the author, not of British Airways.

the first half. Moreover, BA also reported an increase in

Listing Rules of the Financial Services Authority which
require that the accounting policies and presentation applied
to the interim figures should be consistent with those applied
in preparing the preceding annual accounts except where
any changes, and the reasons for them, are disclosed.

The maintenance and integrity of the British Airways Plc
web site is the responsibility of the directors; the work
carried out by the auditors does not involve consideration
of these matters and, accordingly, the auditors accept no
responsibility for any changes that may have occured to

Good results impacted by disruption for the six months to September 30, 2006

the financial statements since they were initially presented
on the web site.
Legislation in the United Kingdom governing the preparation
and dissemination of financial statements may differ from

• Disruption costs £100 million
• Operating profit of £451 million before BA Connect write-down of £106 million
• Operating profit of £345 million

legislation in other jurisdictions.
• Pre-tax profit of £371 million
• Revenue up 8.6 per cent
• Agreement in principle to sell BA Connect
• The Board has decided that no interim dividend should be paid
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Directory

Registered Office

Shareholder Reservations

Shareholder Information USA

Waterside, PO Box 365

For flight bookings using your

Harmondsworth UB7 0GB
Registered Number 1777777

shareholder discount:
www.bashareholders.com

Shareholder Information

For fares, availability and new bookings
including flights, hotels, insurance and
car hire:
www.ba.com

British Airways ADR Depositary:
Citibank Shareholder Services
PO Box 43077, Providence
RI 02940-3077, USA
Tel: 1-877-CITI-ADR / (1-877-248-4237)

For queries in relation to your
shareholding or shareholder benefits:
Company Registrars
Computershare Investor Services PLC
PO Box 82, The Pavilions,
Bridgwater Road, Bristol BS99 7NH
Tel: 0870 702 0110
Email: web.queries@computershare.co.uk
With your shareholder reference number
you can check your shareholding online at:
www-uk.computershare.com/investor
British Airways Shareholder Services can
be contacted at:
Email: company.secretary@ba.com

How to contact us
www.ba.com

All other enquiries

Reservations

Tel: 0870 850 9 850
Open: 06:00 to 20:00, 7 days a week

U.S.A.
Tel: 1 800 AIRWAYS
Canada:
Toronto Tel: 416 250 0880
Montreal English Speaking Tel: 514 287 9282
Montreal French Speaking Tel: 514 287 9133
U.K.
Tel: 01144 191 490 7901

For callers outside the UK, please dial:
Tel: +44 191 490 7901
or in the U.S.A. Tel: 1-800-247-9297
For flight arrival and departure information:
Tel: 0870 55 111 55
Open: 06:00 to 20:00, 7 days a week
Travel Clinics Tel: 0845 600 2236
Web Support Tel: 0870 850 8504

Certain statements included in this edition of Investor may be forward-looking and may involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed
or implied by the forward-looking statements.
Forward-looking statements include, without limitation, projections relating to results of operations and financial conditions and the Company's plans and objectives for future operations,
including, without limitation, discussions of the Company’s business and financing plans, expected future revenues and expenditures and divestments. All forward-looking statements in this
report are based upon information known to the Company on the date of this report. The Company undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement, whether
as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. It is not reasonably possible to itemise all of the many factors and specific events that could cause the Company’s forward-looking
statements to be incorrect or that could otherwise have a material adverse effect on the future operations or results of an airline operating in the global economy.
Fuller information on some of the factors which could result in a material difference is available in the Company’s Annual Report and Accounts for the year ended 31 March, 2006 which is
available at www.bashares.com.
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